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ABSTRACT:
Despite of valuable efforts from working groups and research organizations towards flood hazard reduction through its program, still
minimal diminution from these hazards has been realized. This is mainly due to the fact that with rapid increase in population and
urbanization coupled with climate change, flood hazards are becoming increasingly catastrophic. Therefore there is a need to
understand and access flood hazards and develop means to deal with it through proper preparations, and preventive measures. To
achieve this aim, Geographical Information System (GIS), geospatial and hydrological models were used as tools to tackle with
influence of flash floods in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia due to existence of large valleys (Wadis) which is a matter of great
concern. In this research paper, Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) of different resolution (30m, 20m,10m and 5m) have been used,
which have proven to be valuable tool for the topographic parameterization of hydrological models which are the basis for any flood
modelling process. The DEM was used as input for performing spatial analysis and obtaining derivative products and delineate
watershed characteristics of the study area using ArcGIS desktop and its Arc Hydro extension tools to check comparability of
different elevation models for flood Zonation mapping. The derived drainage patterns have been overlaid over aerial imagery of
study area, to check influence of greater amount of precipitation which can turn into massive destructions. The flow accumulation
maps derived provide zones of highest accumulation and possible flow directions. This approach provide simplified means of
predicting extent of inundation during flood events for emergency action especially for large areas because of large coverage area of
the remotely sensed data.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the natural hazards result from potentially extreme
geophysical events, such as floods, to create an unexpected
threat to human life and property. When severe flash floods
occur in areas occupied by humans mostly in low lying area
or valleys (Wadis), they create natural disasters that involve
greater loss of human life and property plus serious
disruption to the ongoing activities of large urban and rural
communities. Flood hazards results from a combination of
physical exposure and human vulnerability reflected by key
social-economic factors such as the number of people at risk
in the flood plain or low-lying zone, the extent of flood, and
the ability of the population to anticipate and cope up with
hazard.
The Wadis or valleys act as natural bowl (container) which
on receiving right amount of precipitation gets filled up,
resulting in sudden runoff of water in the form of streams
causing flash floods, which directly affect the sustainability
of concerned area or region. Catastrophic flash floods
occurring in Wadis on one hand, a threat to many
communities and on the other hand, major groundwater
recharge source after storms.
The topography of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia supports
existence of large Wadis naturally, also with rapid
developments and changing basement conditions increase
chances at rapid speed. The water accumulating from
precipitation did not percolate down directly, due to altered
ground conditions. Such conditions were responsible for the
flash floods of Jeddah during the past.

Thus DEM acts as a basic digital data set, necessary to
perform hydrological modelling in Wadi systems. Several
characteristics about the surface hydrology of a particular
area can be determined using DEM. Processing DEM data to
extract hydrological features has become common procedure
(Garbrecht and Martz, 1996). Hydrological applications of
digital elevation models have recently become an important
factor in determining the runoff response to rainfall is
topography. Spatially hydrological modeling takes this factor
into account through the use of DEM. Many sources of data
can be used for producing DEM of the region: Field survey,
topographic maps, aerial photographs and satellite images.
Modeling relief, as one of the most determinant elements of
landscape components has become essential in
environmental research (Mezősi and Bódis 1999). Escalating
hydrological problems (extreme events, floods, droughts,
managing water-resources, soil erosion, environmental
effects of climate change) and the development of
mathematical modeling techniques involving digital (spatial)
data processing and analyses, GIS (geographical information
systems) and RS (remote sensing) technologies have also
opened up new prospects to hydrological modeling (Beven
and Moore (Eds.) 1995; Bates and Lane (Eds.) 2000;
Grayson and Blöschl (Eds.)2000; Beven 2001). These
developments have enabled the spatial discretization of
hydrological processes, and the resulting models are called
distributed models. The principle of distributed modelling is
that the analysis of sub-processes is done by dividing the area
under investigation into elements (cells, grids), within which
the processes are represented. Among the most important
components, there are the terrain and its derivatives. Thus
cell-based digital elevation modelling and applications in
hydrological modelling is targeted by several research
activities.
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2.1 Wad
di System Charracteristics
t DEM can
The interpolatioon technique annd grid size of the
also vary. Geoggraphic Information Systems (GIIS) algorithms
allow the user too combine different topographiccal data layers
to build a sing
gle DEM. The accuracy of thhese different
DEMs is extreemely variable. As DEM erroors propagate
through the hyydrological mod
del so, the acccuracy of the
simulated hydroographs is strong
gly related to thhe accuracy of
the DEM usedd (Lagacherie, et.al.,
e
1996).Diggital elevation
models are usedd to delineate riiver networks annd watersheds
to investigate arreas which are directly
d
under thhe influence of
runoff water.
2.

STU
UDY AREA

In arid regions, water is one of the moost challenging current
c
ure natural-resoources issues. Thhe arid and sem
mi-arid
and futu
regions of the world are characterizeed by the expaanding
populatiions, increasingg per-capita waater use, and limited
water reesources as well as draught and flash
f
flood threaats.
2.2 Thee Target Watersshed Basins
Due to aforementioned characteristics and
a problems off Wadi
H
system in the arid annd semi-arid reegions, Wadi Hanifa
catchmeent area in Riyyadh has been selected from Saudi
Arabia, due to the impoortance not only as water resourrce but
also as flash flood and drought threat. In
I other words, due to
mpact of Wadi system on securrity of
the direect and major im
life of urban
u
and rural population
p
in thee kingdom.
3. OBJECTIVES
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Figure 1. Show
ws Imagery of Wadi
W Hanifa in Riyadh – KSA
Located in the middle of Najdd Plateau in thee Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, the Wadi Hannifa watershed is the most
significant natuural landmark in the region as shown in
(Figure 1). Its basin
b
and many tributaries form
m a unique 120
kilometer-long ecological zon
ne that descennds from the
ment in the north
hwest to open deesert southeast
Tuwaiq escarpm
of Riyadh. The
T
developmennt of the waadi (referring
henceforth to thhe wetlands) is innextricably tied to the history
of Riyadh.
A
Peninsuula, the Wadi
An oasis at thee heart of the Arabian
Hanifa watersheed system has long
l
provided sustenance
s
for
communities along
a
its lengthh. For centuriees a balance
prevailed betweeen the water, laand and resourcees of the wadi
and the people living around it,
i between natu
ural processes
and human inteerventions. This stability existed because the
inhabitants of thhe wadi were co
ompletely depenndent on it for
their survival annd prosperity.
The first Sauddi state strategiically located its capital at
Addiriyyah city
y on the west bank
b
of Wadi Hanifa,
H
taking
advantage of water,
w
stone, andd arable lands. Subsequently,
Riyadh or Arriy
yadh city, the new
w capital of the modern Saudi
state, developedd to the east of Wadi Hanifa. Until
U
the rapid
expansion of Riyadh
R
that starteed in the mid-1970s, the city
and the wadi ex
xisted in harmo
ony with each other,
o
with the
wadi used as a sustainable
s
resouurce for water annd food.

Comparative analysis of flow accumuulation
M
network basedd on different resolutions of DEM
Comparabilityy of derived riiver profile bassed on
different resollutions of DEM
Overlay operaation of derivedd stream networkk from
different resoolutions of DEM
M on GeoEye (.5m)
satellite imaggery to check thhe exact matching of
stream flow
Evaluation of
o Standard deviation erroor for
elevation vvalues obtaineed from diffferent
resolutions off DEM
To present thhe applicability of elevation models
m
and derivedd spatial inforrmation using GIS
operations in hydrological modelling
m
for deecision
support, adddressing the theeoretical suppoort for
strategic and operative floodd prevention, making
m
the presentedd modelling techhnique an integraal part
of flood zonattion mapping.
4. METHODOLO
M
GY

The currrent study was carried
c
out for Wadi
W Hanifa in Riyadh
R
and deesignated to innvestigate influuence of (DEM
M) in
watershhed managementt as flood zonatiion mapping shoown in
(Figure 2) and deterrmine inundatedd areas duringg high
precipittation for decission and plannning. To achievve the
aforemeentioned objecttives, the follo
owing methods were
adopted
d: Digital Elevatiion Model (DEM
M) ASTER-30m
m, from
USGS and (20m, 10m, and 5m) were
w
generated from
(
scale map
m from Minisstry of
topograaphical data of (1:1,000)
Municip
pal and Rural A
Affairs (MOMR
RA), Satellite Im
magery
GeoEyee-1(0.5m) resoluution from (M
MOMRA) whichh have
been extensively
e
usedd and analyzeed in ESRI ArcGIS
A
softwaree to generate seets of digital maaps for the studyy area.
Generatted maps from
m digital elevaation model innclude:
drainage pattern or stream network, flo
ow accumulationn, flow
direction, and flood hazzard map.
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which has
h been overlaid on(0.5m) Geo
oEye-1, satellite image
for mitigation of inundaated areas duringg high precipitatiion.

Figure 2. Showiing Methodologyy for Hydrologiccal Modelling.
Tremendous growth
g
in thhe telecommunnication and
engineering ind
dustries has creeated a greaterr demand for
terrain data. Thhis data will allow
a
engineers to plan and
manage all infraastructure growtth with the necessary required
by new spatiaal applications. Other primaryy applications
include mobile communicattions, terrain visualization,
nalysis, slope analysis,
a
and environmental
e
cartographic an
modelling. DE
EM’s areas used
u
often inn geographic
information sysstems, and are the most comm
mon basis for
digitally producced relief maps as
a shown in Figuure 3.

Figure 4.
4 Showing Com
mparison of Flow
w Accumulation of the
Study Area.
4.2 Dra
ainage pattern
The draainage map of an area is a useful
u
tool to teest the
lineameents in the area. The movemennt of water oveer land
surfacess is an importantt feature governeed primarily by terrain
t
shape. The
T terrain shappe, on the other hand,
h
is a resultt of all
internal and external faactors that collecctively shape thee area.
ore, certain charaacteristic drainagge patterns and sudden
s
Therefo
changess in flow directiion can be attribbuted to the fraactures
that are recognizable on the satelllite image. Drainage
k extracted from
m DEM using diifferent threshollds are
network
shown in
i Figure 5.

M of the Study Area.
A
Figure 3. Showing DEM
4.1 Hydrological Modeling
The 30m resoolution DEM obtained
o
from (USGS) and
generated DEM
M’s of (20m, 100m, and 5m) reesolutions has
been subjected to various hydrological analysiis to study the
direction of flow
w and flow accuumulation in ordeer to carry out
comparability analysis
a
betweeen stream netw
works derived
from different elevation
e
modelss of different resoolutions based
on flow accumuulation maps as shown
s
in Figure 4.
o derive other products
p
from
The same apprroach is used to
elevation models which incclude, flow dirrection, flow
nd flood hazardd maps with streeam networks
accumulation an

Figuure 5. Showing D
Drainage patternn of the study areea.
Assessin
ng drainage syystems in the context of surface
s
deformaation is getting very
v
important because
b
they reppresent
the witnnessing of erosivve and tectonic processes whichh may
have disconnected, linnearized and changed the denndritic
behavio
or of drainage system. The morphology of
o the
drainage network is cleaarly influenced by
b geological forrces at
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different stages.. The study areaa features mainlyy two types of
spatially distribbuted drainage patterns:
p
major stream course
changes (dendriitic) and straight stream lines.
The straight streeam line pattern
ns consist of a sudden change
in the stream orientation
o
due to geotectonic conditions or
mainly due to human
h
interventions. The straight stream line
patterns can be easily recognized from satellitee images. The
gh the valleys between
b
ridges
water channels thus flow throug
and spurs resultting in a patternn that resembles a tree and its
branches. Denddritic patterns, with
w channels oriiented in wide
variety of direcctions, are comm
mon place in arreas of nil or
very slight slopee, and little or no
o structural influ
uence.

4.3 Comparabiility of River Prrofiles
The river netwoork obtained forr Wadi Hanifa basin
b
has been
operated for varrious processes to
t derive flow diirection maps,
which results flow
f
accumulatiion maps to deelineate those
areas which receive highest preecipitation and reepresent those
channels where runoff flow is more.
m

Figuree 6b. Showing River Profile Grapph derived from 20m
DEM.

w zones form chhannels and delin
neate network
These high flow
system of waddis. The water always flows from higher
reaches to dow
wnwardsin diffferent network systems like
dendritic, radiall and rectangularr, but the currennt study area is
dominated by dendritic
d
pattern of stream network where the
water is mostly
y coming from higher reaches feeding main
channel in meanndering pattern inn low-lying areaas of the wadi.
The comparability of main riv
ver channel waas carried out
based on the drainage netwoork obtained from
fr
different
D
to check thhe course of deriived river. The
resolutions of DEM,
studies reveal th
hat high resoluttion DEM proviide exact flow
course of river as
a shown in Figgure 6a, which delineates
d
flow
of a river withh changing elev
vations and proovides greater
details about thee river meanderiing, while as thee resolution of
DEM changes it
i shows lesser river meanderinng as show in
Figure 6b. Thee river profile obtained for 30
0m resolution
DEM shows a smooth
s
downwaard movement of
o river course
without much cuurves with channging elevations of the Terrain
as shown in Fiigure 6c. The stream
s
network derived from
different resoluution DEM is coompared based on elevations
calculated and stream
s
length inn order to delineate 3D profile
graph for visuall interpretation as shown in Figure 6d.

Figure 6a. Shoowing River Proffile Graph deriveed from 10m
DEM
M.

Figuree 6c. Showing Riiver Profile Grapph derived from 30m
DEM.

Figurre 6d. Showing ccomparison of sttream elevation and
stream lengtth based on diffeerent DEM.
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4.4 Overlay An
nalysis
The drainage neetwork obtained from Digital Eleevation Model
was overlaid on
n Satellite imagee GeoEye-1 (0.5
5m) resolution
to check the exttent of overlappping between thee imagery and
derived drainagge network and also
a
to interpret the course of
stream networkk flowing through main an
nd subsidiary
channels. The derived stream
m network from
m 5m Digital
o
of
Elevation Modeel (DEM) showss almost exact overlapping
main and subsiidiary channels which feed thee main stream
body as shown in
i Figure 7a.

Figure 7a. Shoowing overlaid stream
s
network derived
d
from
5m DEM on GeeoEye (0.5m).

4.5 Evaaluation of Stan
ndard deviation
n errors for elevvation
valu
ues obtained froom different ressolutions of DEM
The eleevation values of known spot points for thee wadi
Hanifa have
h
been takenn as reference forr comparative annalysis
to check
k and evaluate thhe amount of dev
viation of results from
referencce values. The spot
s
height dataa has been takenn from
Ministryy of Municipal aand Rural Affairrs (MOMRA) 1:1,000
scale toppographic line mapping
m
data as shown in Figuree 8.

Figurre 8. Showing ovverlaid referencee elevation points on
DEM
The nu
umber of selectted reference points
p
for condducting
comparative analysis baased on differentt elevation modeels has
been takken along the coourse of main chhannel in wadiH
Hanifa.
The spaatial (x, y) and eelevation values (z) for the studdy area
are show
wn in Table 1.

Figure 7b.Shoowing overlaid sttream network derived
d
from
30m
3
DEM on GeoEye
G
(0.5m).
The results obttained for overlapping operatioons in case of
stream network derived from 30m DEM show a greater loss
of densified nettwork, which onnly delineates course of river
but not with dense
d
details off feeding subsid
diary channels
which overlap in
i case of streaam network deriived from 5m
DEM as shown in Figure 7b.

Tab
ble1. Showing thhe spatial and eleevation values for
fo
r
reference
points
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The comparativve results obtain
ned for differentt resolution of
DEM and refereence points show
w that 5m (DEM
M) shows less
deviation than followed
f
by 10m
m, 20m and 30m
m (DEM) in a
sequence. The results
r
obtained delineate
d
that 300m (DEM) has
more errors thhan 5m resolutiion of DEM. The standard
deviation valuess can be seen in Table 2.

badly. Quarrying for stone and exttractions of sooil for
o the flood channnel as
construcction work undeercut the banks of
shown in
i Figure 10. Thhere was unreguulated mineral mining,
m
data pallm plantations fflanking the Wad
di encroached inn flow
channell, which furtherr impeded by uncontrolled
u
dum
mping.
As a reesult, the seasonal flash floodss caused unneccessary
erosion and swept polluutants into residdential neighborhhoods.
Stagnannt water jeopardiized public healtth.

Table2. Show
wing standard deeviation of elevaation values
computted from differen
nt resolutions of DEM
The standard deeviation graph derived
d
from com
mpared values
shows a smooth
h and positive trend
t
for compuuted elevation
values for 5m (DEM)
(
and becoome courser as the resolution
increases. The standard deviattion graph for the computed
values is shownn in Figure 9.

Figure 10. Showing unddercut banks of flood
f
channel inn Wadi
Hanifa.
t
deduced drainage pattern the scenario for
fo the
From the
expected flooding direections can be easily estimatted as
shown in Figure 11. In
I general therre are two distiinctive
directions for the rainffall water, one towards
t
the nortthwest
and otheer towards southheast directions.

Figure 9. Show
wing standard deeviation graph foor compared
valuues

4.6 Flood Hazaard Map for Waadi Hanifa
The flood hazarrd map provides information aboout high reach
areas and low
w lying plainns mostly conncentrated by
population, which are altering the
t Wadi basemeent directly or
indirectly eitherr by constructionn or by dumping wastes in low
lying areas, whhich possibly have
h
adverse efffects because
both cases decrrease infiltrationn capacity of riv
ver and results
in flooding like situations. Alsoo due to significcant expansion
and in the city and commerciaal activity affeccted the Wadi

Figuure 11.Showing fflood hazard maap for Wadi Haniifa.
The com
mparative resullts of DEM andd its relevant derived
d
morphoometric features and drainage paattern make it poossible
to easilyy interpret the basin
b
with upperr and low-lying areas,
which are
a possibly danngerous during flash flooding event.
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Also more investigations for Wadi-Hanifa show that
drainage pattern is helpful in determining the directions of
running water and the possible locations where it
accumulates. The flow accumulation maps derived from high
resolution DEM provide the highest possible areas which
receive precipitations and can help to mitigate its directions
also.
4.7 Flood Control in the Desert
Riyadh receives an average of 100 millimeters (4”) of rain
each year, that’s not much but it tends to come in the form of
sudden downpours. Only 10 days per year on average have
rain and nearly all come between January and April.
Across the Najd desert that surrounds Riyadh, these rains
flow naturally into Wadis. Since the Najd tilts from the high
ground northwest of Riyadh south and east toward the Gulf
coast, all of Najd’s small wadis feed their runoff water into
one major artery: Wadi Hanifah. This means that by the time
waters reach the edge of Riyadh, they often swelled into
potentially destructive flash floods.

5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Digital Elevation Models play a very important role for
watershed management because the surface water features
and storm-water runoff within a watershed ultimately drain
into other bodies of water. It is essential to consider these
downstream impacts when developing and implementing
water quality protection and restoration actions. Everything
upstream ends up downstream. We need to remember that we
all live downstream and that our everyday activities can
affect downstream waters.
The flow accumulation networks obtained clearly depicts
those areas which are directly at risk during high
precipitation conditions and provides zones of high
accumulations where water seeps down quickly and
simultaneously delineating run-off water.
The inundation map obtained from DEM also provide major
change of elevations and maximum approximation for
flooding extend during high precipitation, thus inundation
maps plays a crucial role in helping decision-makers to take
appropriate measures that alleviate and reduce the adverse
impact of floods.
No doubt the study provides broader spectrum about the
hydrology of the Wadi Hanifa but simultaneously the study
visualizes us about the natural disasters which surrounds the
Wadi. During high or even in moderate precipitation, water
will move directly towards low-lying areas as run-off. The
run-off water will directly influence lower reaches as the
water absorbing capacity of soil is less due to changing
basement and will remain continuously changing with human
interventions. The state of architecture is constantly changing
due to which the basement of the terrain is also getting
altered, which affect the water holding capacity of the
underground surface, due to which the water remains
localized in the upper surface and results in flood like
situations. Thus, current study provides us informative
approaches for influence of DEM in watershed management
for flood zonation mapping by watershed management
modelling and assessment by generating inundation maps.

6.

CONCLUSION

Digital Elevation Models play a crucial role for determining
hydrological system of Wadis and secondly acts as a key
feature in defining flow channels in Wadis for water
management and provide clear view about main stream
channel, in order to engineer grading and channeling, to
control its flow and minimize the destructive effects of
floods.
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